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ABSTRACT 

Both the theories of differential geometry and 

of Lie groups and their algebras have been invaluable to 

the physicist. In the theory of fibre bundles and in 

the symplectic formulation of mechanics, these fields 

coalesce to provide a rich structure that enables her/him 

to obtain a more unified overview of the modern theories 

in physics. In this short work, we introduce this struc

ture and examine its consequences in general relativity and 

quantum mechanics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The formalism of fibre bundles has become popular in 

many areas of physics recently. There are many reasons for 

this phenomenon, and it is hoped that in this short survey some 

of these will become apparent. In particular, the notion of 

a connection in a fibre bundle is extremely useful. For the 

theory of general relativity, the connection, which is related 

to the matter via Einstein's equations, determines the geodesics 

of spacetime - the parameterized paths of uncharged test par

ticles. In geometric quantization, a connection provides a 

homomorphism representing observables as skew hermitian opera

tors on a Hilbert space, and in gauge theories such as electro

magnetism and Yang-Mills particle fields, the connection ap

pears as a continuous choice of gauge at each point in space 

time. Here, connections in general relativity and geometric 

quantization are dealt with briefly; for a discussion of 

gauge theories, see [SJ. 

An elementary knowledge of the exterior calculus on mani

folds is assumed, and an excellent introduction to this vast 

subject is given in the two volume series entitled "Foundation 

of Differential Geometry" by Kobayashi and Nomizu [l]. It is 

the major source for the introductory chapters. 

After a somewhat detailed excursion into some of the 

basic definitions and results of fibre bundles and connections, 
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a proof of Weil's theorem is presented. This result is the 

foundation of geometric quantization, a prescription initiated 

by Kostant and Souriau for quantizing classical theories in 

physics. Prior to the description of quantization, a brief 

introduction to symplectic mechanics is given, and this forma

lism emerges as a focus for the theories presented here. In 

the framework of symplectic mechanics, the correspondence be

tween classical and quantum theories is seen more clearly, 

and this connection becomes rigorous through the work of Kostant 

and Souriau. 

In the section on general relativity, the motion of a 

test particle is investigated with reference to symplectic 

theory. It is shown how the fibre bundle formalism is useful 

in the question of singularities, and a brief discussion of some 

versions of Mach's principle in relativity illustrates some 

unsolved problems in the theory. This last section introduces 

the question of uniqueness of solution to Einstein's field 

equations, and a related problem is discussed, with particular 

recourse to the holonomy group as a tool, in the last chapter. 

Some limitations of the method outlined there are described when 

the connection is not metric, as it is in Einstein's theory. 

Finally, an appendix detailing some notions introduced 

in the section on Weil's theorem is given. 
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1. l 	 FIBRE BUNDLES 

Let M be a manifold and G a Lie group. 

Definition A principal fibre bundle is a manifold P, together 

with an action of G on P, (u,a) + uasP, satisfying: 

(1) 	 G acts freely on P on the right: ua = u ~ a = 1. 

(2) 	 M is the quotient space of P by the equivalence induced 

by G, M = P/G. The projection TI: P + M is differentiable. 

(3) 	 Pis locally trivial: 'i;ZXEM, ~u,a neighbourhood of 

x, with TI-l(U) ~ uxG. By this isomorphism is meant a dif

-1 	 -1
feomorphism ~:TI (U) + uxG and a map ¢:TI (U)+G such 

that ~ (u) = (TI (u) I¢ (u)) I and ¢ (ua) = ¢ (u). a VUETI-l n1> and a£G. 

A principal fibre bundle P, with its base space M and 

structure group G will be denoted P(M,G) or sometimes more 

simply as P, when no confusion will arise. 

1For each xsM, TI- (x) is a closed submanifold of P. 

-1As TI (x) = {ua;asG}, where u is any member of P with TI(u) = x, 

each fibre is diffeomorphic to G. 

The action of G on P induces a homomorphism cr of the 

Lie algebra g 
A 

of G into the Lie algebra of differentiable vector 

fields on P. If AEg, let at be the one. paramater subgroup of 

G with tangent A at 1. Then cr(A)u is the tangent to uat 
A 

at t = 0. For Asg, cr(A) =A* is called the fundamental 

vector field corresponding to A. As G maps each fibre in

to itself, (A*)u is tangent to the fibre through u. Since G 

G acts freely on P, A* never vanishes if A f 0. Thus the 
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dimension of each fibre dim g 
A 

and the map that sends 

A + (A*) ET (P) for any UEP in a linear isomorphism of g 
A 

onto 
u u 

the tangent space of the fibre through u. 

For later use, we will relate our definition of a prin

cipal fibre bundle here to the definition and construction by 

means of an open covering. We can choose an open covering {U } a 

of M such that TI-l(Ua) is diffeomorphic with uaxG via 

-1 u + (TI(u),¢ (u)), with ¢a(ua) = ¢a(u)·a. On TI (Uanu6),a 

~S(u) (~a(u)) 
-1 

depends only on TI(u) and not on u. We can 

-1 
thus define a map Wsa=UanUs + G by wSa (TI (u) ) = <P S ( u) (¢a (u) ) . 

The maps wSa are called the transition functions for the bundle 

P(M,G) corresponding to the open cover {U }. It is easy to a 

check that 

'i;[XE U nU 0 nU 
a µ Y 

We shall later prove a converse of all this, namely, given M 

with an open cover {Ua}, with maps wSa:Uanu 6 + G, a Lie group, 

such that the relations (*) hold, then we can construct a dif

ferentiable principal fibre bundle P(M,G) with transition 

functions Wsa· We will in fact only prove this in a special 

case in the section on Weil's theorem, but the general case 

is similar. For a proof, see [l]. 

An example of a principal fibre bundle that will be 

useful later is the so-called bundle of linear frames of a 

manifold M. Suppose the dimension of M is n. A linear frame 
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u at xEM is an ordered basis cx1 ,···,Xn) of the tangent space 

T (M). Let L(M) be the union of all linear frames u at every
x 

point of M, and TI be the map that sends uEL(M) to its base 

point xEM. The general linear group GL(n;JR) acts on L(M) in 

the following manner. If a= (a .. )EGL(n,JR) and u = (X1 , •.• ,x)
lJ n 

at x, then ua by definition is the frame (Y1 ,···Yn) at x where 

Y. = E a .. x .• This action is then free, and TI(u) = TI(v) if
l . Jl J 

J 
and only if v = ua, for some aEGL(n,JR). L(M) is locally 

trivial and thus can be given a differentiable structure: 

ilet x, i = l···n be a local co-ordinate system in a neighbour

hood U of XEM. Define fU:UXGL(n,JR) + L(M) by 

d a
fu(x,a .. ) = (E a. -"'-., ••• , E a. - -.) at x. 

lJ . J 1 oXJ j Jn 0XJ
J 

One can verify that fu is 1-1 and onto and TI(f(x,a .. )) = x.
lJ 

This shows that L(M) is locally trivial, and it can be given a 

smooth structure by making the fu' s diffeomorphisms. This 

makes L(M) a principal fibre bundle: the bundle of linear 

frames L (M) (M,GL (n,lR)). Note that if TI (u) = x, u can be viewed 

as an isomorphism of JR.n onto T (M): select a basis (e.) i=l···n x l 

n
for JR, then define u(ei) =Xi, if u = (x

1 
··· Xn). If aEGL(n;JR), 

uthe map ua is then the composition of the mappings JRn ~JR.n +T (M) • x 

Given a principal fibre bundle P(M,G) and a manifold F 

on which G acts on the left, we construct an associated fibre 

bundle, with base space M and standard fibre F. On th~ manifold 
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PxF, let G act on the right as follows: aEG sends (u,s)EPXF 

1
to (ua,a- s)EPXF. Denote the quotient space of pxp under this 

action by E = pxGF. The projection pxM+M that sends (u,~) to 

TI(u) induces a projection TIE:E + M, which is onto M. Again, 

1
TI; (x) is called the fibre of E over x. Now each xEM has a 

neighbourhood U with TI-l(U) ~ uxG. Exploit this isomorphism 

-1 b -1to write the action of G on TI (U)xF as (x,a,~)-+ (x,ab,b ~) 

-1for xEM, a,bEG and ~EF. Then it can be seen that TIE (U) ~ uxp 

-1
by checking that iu:UxF + TIE (U) defined by 

iu{x,~) = (f (x,o .. ),s)u l.J 

is one to one and onto. (Here f is as defined before, and the 
u 

bar denotes the coset containing this element of PXF). Again 

we make E a manifold by defining the iu's to be diffeomorphisms. 

E is said to be the fibre bundle over the base M with standard 

fibre F and structure group G which is associated with the 

principal fibre bundle P. It is crenoted E(M,F,G,P). Note 

here also that each UEP can define a mapping from F onto 

1
TI; (x), if TI(U) = X, by letting us, for sEF be the image Of 

(u,s)EPXF under the projection PxF + pxGF = E. These maps 

satisfy (ua)s = u(as) for all UEP, aEG and sEF. 

Two examples of bundles of the sort introduced above are 

rthe tangent bundle T(M) and the tensor bundle T (M), both of 
s 

which are associated with L(M). The tangent bundle has standard 
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fibre JRn. The action of GL (n ,IR) on JRn is the usual one: If 

{e.} is the standard basis forJRn and v = L v.e., then 
1 n J J 

(av) = L a .. v.. The fibre of T(M) over x£M is diffeomorphic
i 	 . 1] J 

J -1 -1 
to T (M) by the map f: T (M)-+ rrE (x) defined by fx(V) = (u,u · (V)).

x 	 x x 

Here u£rr- 1 (x) is considered as a map fromJRn onto T (M) as 
x 

before. It is e,asy to show that f is independent of the choice x 
of u£rr- 1 (x), and that it is one to one and onto. The smooth

ness of f follows by looking at local trivializations of E. x 

Similarly, let Tr (M) be the bundle associated with L(M) with 
s 


r

standard fibre Tr 

s' where Ts is the tensor space of type (r,s) 

overJRn. The action of GL(n,JR) on Tr is as follows: With {e.} as a s 1 

the standard basis forJRn and {e*i} its dual basis, a tensor A£Tr 
s 

If a= (a .. )£Gl(n,IR) has as inverse a 
-1 = (aij} then the action 

1] 

may be written as 

A= E 
i ···i J.•• ·]·1 r,__ l s 

of Gl(a,lR} is determined by 

k ••• k il... i 
( aA) 1 . r £ ••• £ = A r J. • •• j x

1 s 	 1 si .. ·i Q, ···£
1 r' 1 s 

A similar argument to the one used in the case of T(M} shows that 

the fibre of T~(M} over x may be viewed as the tensor space of 

type (r,s) over the vector space T (M). Bundles of this sort,
x 

that is, when the fibre is a vector space and G acts as a group 

of linear transformations, are called vector bundles. 
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1.2 CONNECTIONS IN FIBRE BUNDLES 

Suppose P(M,G) is a principal fibre bundle. For 

UEP, let Gu be the subspace of Tu(P) consisting of vectors 

tangent to the fibre through u. 

Definition: A connection, r = (P,Q), is an assignment of a 

subspace Qu of Tu{P) to each uEP that satisfies 

(1) (Direct Sum) 

(2) 

(3) Q depends differentiably on u. u 

G and Q are called the vertical and horizontal subspaces
u u 

respectively. By (1) each XET (P) can be written uniquely as 
u 

X = vX + hX where VXEG and hXEQ . The vector vx (respectivelyu u 

hX) is called the vertical (respectively horizontal) component 

of X. If Xis a differentiable vector field, then so are vXand hX. 

r can be characterized by a g-valued 1-form w on P 

called the connection form, as follows. The homomorphism cr 

A * taking AEg to (A ) mentioned before is a linear isomorphism of 
u 

A 

g onto Gu' the vertical subspace. Given XETu(P), define w(X) 

A * * to be the unique AEg with (A )u = vx. Clearly w(A ) = A, and 

by considering the two cases when X is vertical or horizontal, 

* -1 *it can be verified that a w = Ad(a )w. [Here, a w(x)=w(a*X), 

and (Ad(a- 1 )w) (X)=Ad(a- 1 )·w(X) where Ad denotes the adjoint 
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representation of Gin~.] Conversely, given a 1-form w satis

fying these two conditions, if we set Q = {XET (P) ;w(X) = O},
u u 

then this assignment will be the connection with connection 

form w. 

The projection TI: P+M induces its tangent map, denoted 

also by TI 1 TI: TU(P) + TTI(U) (M). Since TI (V) = 0 <=> V is vertical, 

TI maps Q isomorphically onto T (M). This allows the notion u u 

of a horizontal lift of a vector field (or vector) to be de

fined. 

Definition: The horizontal lift of a vector field X on M 

is the unique vector field X* on P which is horizontal and 

*satisfies TI(X) = X ( )"
U TI U 

It is easy to see that X* is invariant by right multipli

cation, is differentiable if X is, and that any horizontal vector 

field on P which is invariant by the action of G is the lift 

of some vector field X on M. 

Let T = xt , O < t < 1 be a piecewise differentiable 

1 curve of class c on M. A horizontal lift of T is a curve 

T* = ut, o ~ t ~ 1, in P, whose tangent is everywhere horizon

tal, and TI(ut) = xt. To ensure that, given u 0 , a unique lift 

T* starting there exists, note firstly that the local triviality 

of P guarantees the existence of a curve vt' o ~ t ~ 1, with 

TI(vt) = xt and v = u • The curve desired will then be of the
0 0 

form ut = vtat, where at is a curve in G with = l· Aftera 0 



- -

demanding that the tangent be horizontal (w(ut) = 0, where 

-1 • 
denotes the tangent tout)' we only need to solve (at )*at 

a = e, for 0 < t < 1. This is not difficult, and the standard0 

theorem for first order differential equations guarantees exis

tence and uniqueness. 

Parallel displacement of a fibre along a curve in M can 

now be defined. Suppose T = xt' 0 < t < l is a C
l 

curve in 

M. Let u EP be an arbitrary member of the fibre above x EM.0 0 

Then the unique lift T* of T through u has end point u in the
0 1 

fibre above xl. By varying the starting point UOE7T 
-1 

(XO)' 

-1 -1 we then obtain a mapping T: rr <xo) +rr (x ). The map is an 
1 

isomorphism because(T•a = a•T)VaEG, (horizontal curves are 

mapped by a to horizontal curves) and because T* is unique. 

Evidently, if a curve is cl, the parallel displacement is in~ 

dependent of the specific parametrization. 

-1
Given a curve T = xt, 0 ~ t ~ 1, the inverse T = Yt' 

o < t < l is defined by xt = x _t. Clearly the parallel dis
1

placement T-l is the inverse of T, and if T. is a curve from x 

toy andµ is a curve fromy tq z (all in M), then the parallel 

displacement µ•T is the composite of the parallel displacement 

of T and µ. 

We now introduce the holonomy group of a connection. Let 

1C(x) be the loop space at a point xEM, that is, the set of c

curves in M that begin and end at x. The set of isomorphisms 

-1of 7T (x) induced by C(x) forms a group by virtue of the pre
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ceeding remarks. This group is called the holonomy group of 

r with reference point x, and is denoted ~(x). If we restrict 

attention to curves that are homotopic to xt=x, we obtain a sub

group of ~(x), called the restricted holonomy group at x which 

is denoted ~ 0 (x). 

These groups can be realized as subgroups of the struc

ture group in the following manner. If u£n- 1 (x), then each 

t£C(x) determines a unique a£G with T(v) = ua. It can be seen 

that the set of elements a£G that is.· determined by all TcC(x) 

forms a subgroup of G,which we denote $(u). It is called 

the holonomy group of r with reference ~oint u. Similar re

marks hold concerning c (x). It is also clear that ~(u) = 
0 

{a£G;u~ua}, where u~v < > u and v can be joined by a horizontal 

curve. Using this fact, it can be shown that if M is connected, 

then the holonomy groups ~(u), u£P are all conjugate and hence 

isomorphic. The holonomy group is a Lie subgroup of G. For 

a proof of this see [l], Theorem 4.2, page 73. 

Curvature Form, Structure Equations 

Let P(M,G) be a principal bundle with a connection r 

with connection form w. Let Q and G be the horizontal and u u 

vertical subspaces of Tu(P) respectively. Suppose h:Tu(P) + Qu 

is the horizontal projection. Define a 2-forrn Q on P by 
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Q(X,Y) = dw(hX,hY) 

The form n is called the curvature form of w. Two important 

properties of n are noted: 

(1) Q(X,Y) = 0 whenever either of X or Y is ver

tical. Any r-form v which is zero when any of its arguments 

is vertical is called a tensorial r-form. 

* -1(2) a Q = Ad(a )Q. 

This last property follows from the transformation rule 

of the connection form w. 

For the sake of completeness, the structure equation 

will be proven here. 

Theorem (Structure Equation) • If w is a connection form and 

n its curvature form, then 

dw(X,Y) = - ~[w(X),w(Y)] + Q(X,Y) VX, YET (P) • 
u 

Proof: As both sides of the equation are bilinear and anti

symmetric in X and Y, and as each vector ZsT (P) can be written 
u 

uniquely as the sum of its horizontal and vertical components, 

only 3 special cases need be considered. 

Case (1). X and Y are horizontal. This amounts to nothing more 

than the definition of n, as w(X) = w(Y) = O. 

Case ( 2) • X and Y are vertical. We may assume X = A * y = B* 
I u u 

A 

where A,Bsg. Then, 
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2dw(A*,B*) = A*(W(B*))-B*(W(A*))-w([A*,B*]) 

Since w(A*) =A, w(B*) = B and [A*,B*] = [A,B]*, this reduces 

to 2dw(A*B*) = -w([A,B]*) =-[A,B} . But as X and Y are verti

cal, Q(X,Y) = 0. 

Case (3). Xis horizontal and Y is vertical. Extend X to 

a horizontal vector field on P, and let Y =A* at u, where, as 
A 

before Asg and A* is the fundamental vector field corresponding 

to A. As the right-hand side of the equation vanishes, 

(w(X) = 0 and Q(X,A*) = 0 as A* is vertical) it is sufficient 

to show that dw(X,A*) = 0. Again,using the normal expression 

for dw(X,A*), and noting that w(A*) is constant we need only 

prove that w( [X,A*]) = 0. 

The fundamental vector field A* is induced by ('at) where 
A 

at is the 1-parameter subgroup of G generated by Asg. Now we 

have 

[X,A*] 

If Xis horizontal, so too is (at)*X, and so [X,A*] is hori


zontal. This proves that w(fX,A*]) = 0 and we are done. 


Corollary If both X and Y are horizontal vector fields on P, 


then w(fX,Y]) = -2Q(X,Y). 


Proof. Use the usual expression for dw in the structure 


equation just proven. 

• 
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i
If e , e is a basis for the Algebra g 

A 

and cJ.k are1 , •• • r 

the structure constants relative to this basis, so that 

i
[e . , ek] = E c. ke.

J . J l 
l 

write w = E wie. and Q = E Die. (wi and Di are now real 
i 1 i l 

valued forms on P). The structure equations can now be written 

as follows. 

1 i jf\. k + ni 
2 E cjkw w ~~ i=l,···,r. 

j,k 

Bianchi's identity follows easily from this expression. 

Theorem (Bianchi's Identity) DQ = 0 . 

Proof: Apply the exterior derivative to the last equation. 

By the definition of D it is sufficient to show dQ(X,Y,Z) = o 

when X, Y and Z are horizontal. We have 

1 i 1 i0 ddw' E dw /\.wk E wjfl.dwk + dni.= = - 2 cjk + 2 cjk
jk j ,k 

As w 1 (X)=O whenever x is horizontal, the result follows. 

_The statement of a theorem that relates the curvature 

and the holomony group will be given. It will be useful later in 

a uniqueness result. For a proof of the theorem, see [l) 

Theorem 8 .1, p. 89. Let P (u) = {v lu'Vv}. As before, u'Vv 4 ) u 

and v can be joined by a horizontal curve. 
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Holonomy Theorem: Let P(M,G) be a principal fibre bundle, 

where M is connected and paracompact. Let r be a connection 

in P, Q the curvature form~ ~(u) the holonomy group with 

reference point u and P(u) as above. Then the Lie algebra 

of ~(u) is the subspace of g (the Lie algebra of G) spanned 

by all elements of the form Q (X,Y), where vsP(u) and X and Y 
v 

are arbitrary horizontal vectors at v. 
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1.3 LINEAR AND METRIC CONNECTIONS 

We will now define parallel displacement in any associa

ted bundle E(M,F,G,P), when a connection is given in P(M,G). In 

the case of the standard tensor bundles over M, it coincides 

with the usual notion of parallel displacement of vectors and 

tensors. 

Given a connection r in P(M,G), and an associated bundle 

E(M,F,G,P), the horizontal and vertical subspaces T (E), wEE,w 
are defined as follows: The vertical subspace Fw is the tan

gent space to the fibre through w. Recall the map induced by 

-1uEP, u:F + nE (x),where x = n(u), defined by u(s) =the image 

of (u,s) cPxF under the projection PxF + E. Choose any (u,s) 

that is mapped to w. With this s, consider the map P + E that 

takes vEP to v(s). Q , the horizontal subspace, is then the w 

image of Qu under this map. Clearly Qw is independent of the 

choice of (u,s), and it is not difficult to show that Tw(E) = 

Fw © Qw. 

The definitions of horizontal curves and horizontal lifts 

are as in the case of P(M,G). Again, given a curve T = xt' 

0 < t ~ 1, in Mand w EE with nE(w ) = x
0

, there is a unique0 0

horizontal lift T* =wt starting at w
0

. To see this, choose 

a point (u ,s) E pxp with u (s) = w0 , and let ut be the lift
0 0 
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of T beginning at x (in P). Then wt= ut(~) is a lift0 

starting at w
0 

. It is clearly unique. 

A cross section of any associated bundle E(M,F,G,P) 

is a map cr: M + E such that nE·cr is the identify on M. Sup

pose that Fis a vector space (over some field K), and that 

G acts on F as a group of linear transformations. In this 

case, each fibre of E has the structure of a vector space 

over K, and so we can define addition of sections, and multi

plication of sections by K~valued functions on M. Explicitly, 

if ¢ and ~ are sections of E and f is a K valued function on 

M, we define 

(¢+~) (m) = u(u- 1 (¢(m)) + u-l(~(m))) 

( f • ¢) (m) = u ( f ( m) • u - l ( ¢ ( m) ) ) 

-1
where mfM and u ~ rr (m). It can be checked that the expres

-1
sions on the right are independent of u E .rr (m). We can define 

local sections of E in a similar manner. If UCM, we de

fine f(U) = {cpjcp is a local section with domain u}. In the 

case when Eis a vector bundle f(U) is a vector space. 

For example, sections of T(M) are just vector fields over M. 

Covariant differentiation can be defined in any vector 

bundle E(M,F,G,P). be the paral

lel displacement of fibres from xt+h to xt along a curve T = xt' 

0 < t < 1 in M. Let ¢ be a cross section defined along T. The 

covariant derivative of cp with respect to T (or along T) V· ¢ 
xt 

is defined by 
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Again xt denotes the tangent to T at xt. Let X 

be a cross section of E defined in a neighbourhood of x. We 

define also the covariant derivative, VX¢, of ¢ in the direction 

x as follows. Choose a curve T = xt - E ~ t ~ E with X = x •0 

Then set 

Vx¢ is independent of the choice of T. If X is a vector field 

and ¢ is a local cross section on UcM, then 

v : r (T (U) x r (U) -+ r (U) • 

We now relate these definitions to the notion of the 

horizontal lift. Given a cross section ¢ defined on UcM, we 

define an F-valued function on TI-l(U) as follows: 

-1 -1
For v TI (U), let f (v) = v (¢(TI (v))). (Remember, 

-1
v:F-+ Eis an isomorphism of F onto TIE (TI(v).) Note that if 

X T (M), and x* is its horizontal lift to P, then we have 
x 

* -1u(X f) TIE (x), if TI(U) = x. We now prove the useful 

Lemma: VX ¢ = u (X*f) 

Proof: Choose a curve T = xt, a - E < t < E, with 

X = i 
0 

• Let T* = ut be the horizontal lift of T to P beginning 

at u. Then X* So, 
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* 1X f = 	 lim h[f(uh) - f(u)] 

h-+O 


1 -1 	 -1 
= 	 lim ~[uh (¢(xh)) - u (¢(x))] . 

h-+O 

* 1 -1Thus u(X f) = 	 lim h[u•uh (¢(~)) - ¢(x)] . 

h-+O 


It is 	then sufficient to prove that 

for lhl < E:. 

-1 
Set~= uh (¢(xh)). As ut is horizontal in P, ut(~) is hori

zontal in E. Thus ¢(~) =uh(~) is obtained by parallel dis

placement of u 0 (~) = U•Uh
-1 

(¢(xh)) along T from XO to~' that 

is, 

-1= u u, ( ¢ ( xh ) ) . 
n 

as required. 

This lemma tells us that, under the correspondence 

between sections and F-valued functions introduced before, if 

~ corresponds to f, then Vx¢ corresponds to x*f. 

Standard properties of type preserving derivations are 

enjoyed by VX: If ¢, ~ are cross sections and X,Y are vectors 

(or vector fields), then 

(1) 	 VX+Y¢ = VX¢ + Vy¢ 

(2) 	 Vx(¢+~) = Vx¢ + Vy~ 

(4) 	 VX(A¢) = AVX¢ + (X,A) •¢ if A is a K-valued function on M. 
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We now consider linear and metric connections briefly. 

Definitions (1) A connection in the bundle of linear frames 

L(M) over Mis called a linear connection of M. 

(2) A fibre metric in a vector bundle E is an 

assignment, to each xEM, an (a) hermitian (symmetric) inner 

(It is hermitian if K = ¢, 

symmetric if K =:ffi.) such that if¢ and~ are differentiable 

cross sections of E, g (¢(x),~(x)) is differentiable on M. 
x 

(3) A connection in P is called metric if there 

is some fibre metric in E(M,F,G,P) so that parallel displace

ment of the fibres in E preserves g. That is, for every curve 

0 -1
T = xt·. 0 < t < 1 in M, the parallel displacement T = TIE (XO)- - 1 

-+ TIE 
-1 

(xl) along T is an isometry. 

(4) The canonical form e of L(M) is the :ffi.n va

lued 1- form on L(M) defined by 

-1
8(X) = u (TI*(X)) for XE.T· (P) , 

u 

where dim M=n and TI* is the tangent map of the projection 

TI:L(M) -+ M. 

(5) Given a connection r in L(M), the torsion form 

@is defined by 
®= oe 

(Here, D9(X,Y) = dG(hX,hY). D0is the covariant derivative.) 

It follows quickly from these definitions that 0 

c.. * -1tensorial 1-form, \!Y is a tensorial 2-form and a e-= a •0, 

*I.":\ -1 a \t!I = a ·®, for a E: GL(n,:ffi.). We will now state, without 
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proof, the structure equations. 

Theorem (Structure Equations). 

Let w,<@,n be, respectively, the connection form, the 

torsion form and the curvature form of a linear connection r 

of M. Then, 

(1) d0(X,Y) = - ~(W(X) •0(Y) - w(Y) •G(X)) + @ (X,Y) 

(2) dw(X,Y) == - ![w(X),w(Y)] + Q(X,Y) 

VX,Y e T (L(M)) and u E L(M).
u 

The second equation has been seen already. In addition 

to the Bianchi identity 

DQ = O, 

we now have 

3DE) (X,Y,Z) = Q(X,Y)G(Z)G 
X,Y,Z 

where indicates a cyclic sum over X,Y and z. This follows 
X,Y,Z 

quickly from (1) by applying exterior differentiation to both 

sides. For use later, we will now introduce the more familiar 

curvature and torsion tensors, and restate the Bianchi iden

tities in terms of these. 

Definitions ( 1) For X,Y, ET (M), set 
x 

T(X,Y) = u(29(X,Y)) 

where TI(u) = x, X and Y. E Tu(L(M)) .with TI*(X) = X, n*(Y) = Y. 
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{ 2) For X,Y,Z ET {M), set x 

R{X,Y)Z = u(2Q(X,Y) ·u-l{Z)) 

where u, X, Y are chosen as before. 

It can be verified that the above definitions do not 

depend on the choice of X, Yor u. T is called the torsion 

tensor of the connection, and R is the Riemann curvature 

tensor of the connection. We note here that the definition (2) 

may be made in a slightly more general setting, and in fact 

we will make use of this extended notion in the section on 

geometric quantization. Explicitly, for ¢ a local section of 

some vector bundle E(M,F,G,P) defined around x~M, and X,Y ~ T (M), 
x 

define the section R{X,Y)¢ by 

1
R(X,Y)¢(x) = u(2Q(X,Y) u- (¢(x))) 

Here the action of g 
A 

on F is inherited from the action of G 

on F: it is an algebra of linear transformations. Here u,X,Y 

are chosen as before, and it can be shown that R{X,Y) :r(u)~r(u) 

depends only on X,Y and not on X,Y, or u ~ n- 1 {x). 

The following theorem, which follows from earlier re

sults quickly, illustrates that these torsion and curvature 

tensors are the familiar ones associated with the covariant 

differentiation defined by the connection. We note also that 

the second identity holds in the more general context, Z then 

understood to be a section. 
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Theorem 

Let T and R be the torsion and curvature tensors of 

a linear connection of M, Then VX,Y,Z ET (M),x 

{(J {R(X,Y)Z} = GJ'{T(T(X,Y),Z) + VXT(Y,Z)} 

EJ { ( 'i7XR) ( Y , Z ) + R ( T ( X , Y) , Z ) } = 0 • 

Here <5 denotes the cyclic sum with respect to X,Y and z. In 

particular, if the torsion vanishes, 

G {R(X,U)Z} = 0 

EJ{VXR(¥,Z)} = 0 . 



WEIL'S THEOFEM 

A result of fundamental importance to the theory of 

geometric quantization is considered here. We ask the ques

tion: For an JR-valued 2-form won a manifold M, is there a 

principal fibre bundle P(M,TI,G) with connection, such that 

the curvature Q satisfies TI *w = Q? In the setting of geome

tric quantization, an affirmative answer to this will allow 

us to 'quantize' certain observables. 

Suppose there was P(M,TI,G) with connection r as above 

for w. As we can always reduce a connection on P(M,TI,G) to 

one on the holonomy bundle, and, as the Lie algebra of the 

holonomy group of the connection need only be JR, it will suf

fice to study the case when G is abelian, with its Lie algebra, 
1 

g 
A 

=JR. Then, in that situation, G =JR or S . We fix now a 

representation of s 1 s 1 
= {zE~/lzl = l}. When tn(z) is de

2Tiirfined, define tn(z) = tn(z)/2ni, and define exp(r) = e 
I 

for z~S and rEJR. In the following discussion, we will consi

1
der functions f: U + S where UcM. We will have been able to 

choose U so that f(U) is simply connected, and thus there will 

be a continuous single valued branch of the logarithm on f (U). 

Suppose that a is the connection form on P(M,G). We ob

serve that w must be closed: da = Da = Q, as G is abelian, 

* * and so O = d (da) = d~ = dn w = TI dw. Choose a local section s: 

24 
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u + P, so we have TI·s = idu ands * TI * = idT*(u). This implies 

that dw!u = s*TI*dw = O. Now, choose an open contractible 

cover {U.} for M. (This will mean that U.AU/' Uk = So or is 
l l J 

contractible.) We can choose this small enough so that 

-1 1TI {U.) ~ u.xG. Let ijJ.: TI- {U.) + u.xG be the diffeomorphisms.
l l J J J 

-1Define sections s. :U. + P by s. (x) = ijJ . ( x, 1) ) • Let { c .. } be 
J J J J lJ 

the transition functions for this system. We then know that 

s . = s . c . . on U .1\ U . and cijcjk on U .AU .f'\Uk. Define= cikJ l lJ l J l J 

* 
1-forms on U. by a. = s.a. Then da. = and, on U.l\U.,

l l l l w Iu., l Jl 
a. - a . = df .. , for some function f ... U ·-"'U. +JR. We now show

l J lJ lJ" l J 
that we can choose f .. to be -inc ...

lJ lJ 


On U . /\U . , s . = s . c . . so

l J J l lJ 

s.* = ( c .. ) • s . + (L ) • ( c .. ) • d (,inc .. ) . 
J lJ * l* s. lJ * lJ 

l * 

Here (c is the tangent map of u + uc .. , (Ls.) 
ij * lJ l * 

is the tangent map of a+ s. (m)•a, and other symbols have their 
l 

usual meanings. Hence, 

(a.-a.) (x) = a(s. (X)) - a(s. (X))
l J l* J* 

= a(s. (X))-a({c .. ) s~ {X))
l* lJ * ~* 

- a ( (Ls. ) ·c. . • d (inc .. ) (X))
l* lJ* lJ 

= a ( (d£iic .. (X)) * )
lJ 

= -d 2i1c... (X).
lJ 

Here, as usual, (dific .. (X)) * is the fundamental vector field on
lJ 

P corresponding to d£nc .. (X}Eg. Of course, we have used
lJ 
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the commutativity of Ghere: Ad invariance means invariance, and so 

a * a = a. Thus f. . can be chosen to be - inc. . • Now, as
lJ lJ 

d(f .. +f.k-f.k) = 0, f .. + f.k - f.k =a. 'k is constant onlJ J _l lJ J l. lJ 

UkAUj~uk. But, as cijcjkc~t = 1 there, aijk is an integer if 

1G = s or zero if G = JR. Employing the notions in the appendix, 

this means that [w) is integral. The converse of this is the real 

content of Weil's theorem: If w is a real valued closed 2-form on M, 

there is P(M,G) and connection with connection form a satisfying 

Da = TI *w if and only if [w] is integral. We have shown the 

necessity of the condition on w. Now we prove it is sufficient. 

Suppose then, that [w] is integral. Then we know that 

there is an open contractible cover {u.} of M, 1-forms a. and 
l l 

functions f . J. as in ( 2) in the appendix. Let c .. = exp f ...
1	 lJ lJ 
• 1 

Define P = 	 U U.xs /p where p is an equivalence relation defined 
j J 

by (x,g)p(u,h) .(: .:\ x=y and g = c .. (X) •h where XE.U., yE:U., and 
1 lJ l J 

1 . 
g ,hE.S (U 	 means the disjoint union). Define the projection 

TI:P + M by TI(x,h)) = x, where the bar denotes the p-equivalence 

1
class. We 	 now show that P(M,TI,S ) is a principle fibre bundle. 

The local triviality follows easily by defining diffeo

morphisms 

1/J . : TI-l ( U . ) + U . XS l by
J J J 

1/Jj((x,g)) = (x,g) . 

That these 	are good definitions is quickly checked. 1/J. is 
J 

(1-1) and onto, and we can give P a diffe~entiable structure 

by making the ~.'s diffeomorphisms. That the transition func
J 

tions behave is a consequence of the fact that fjk+fk 2-fj,Q, 



is an integer. The action of G on P is defined in the obvious 

manner: (x,g) + (x,ga), and is readily seen to be free. The 

smoothness of TI and the fact that P/G = M follows from the 

(differentiable) local triviality. 

We now define the desired connection on P. Let e be 

1
the left invariant canonical 1-form on S , i.e., 8(A) =A, 

~AES1 . We know that d8(X,Y) = - ~ [8(X),8(Y) ], and so as s 1 

is abelian, e is closed. Define projections P1•P2 

pl U. xS
1 

+ u. 
J J 

1 u .xs + sl byP2 J 

pl((x,g)) = x and P2 ( (x,g)) = g . 

With the 1-forms a. defined on U. and the diffeomorphisms ~., 
l l J 

define a 1-form S. on TI-l (U.) by 
J J 

By calculations similar to those done before, one can show 

that s. = sk on Uji"' Uk I and thus we can define a real valued 
J 

1-form a on P by = s .. Finally we check that a is aalu. l
l 

* connection form, and 	that Da = TI w. 
1

Clearly, as s is abelian and e is left invariant, a 

is Ad-invariant. That a(A*) =A for A~s 1 follows from the 

defining properties of 8. Now 
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da!u. 
J 

= * * ljJ.p1da. 
J J 

(de = O) 

= * 1T da. 
J 

= *w!u.Tr 
J 

and so we are finished. 



SYMPLECTIC MECHANICS AND GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION 

The concept of a phase space is a very useful one 

in physics. Momentum phase space and velocity phase space are 

two common examples, and we will see later that these are, 

respectively, the cotangent and tangent bundles of the confi

guration space of the classical system. These are not the 

only kind however, for the phase space of an elementary rela

tivistic particle with non zero spin is not of this sort. The 

salient features of a phase space are summarized in the def i

nition of a syrnplectic manifold. It is here that the geometri

cal formulation of classical mechanics begins. 

Definition: A symplectic manifold is a pair (M,w), where M 

is a 2n-dimensional manifold and w is a real 2 form on Msatisfying 

(1) dw = 0 

(2) w is non degenerate w(X,Y) = 0 

VY < > X = 0. 

w is called the symplectic form of the manifold. 

Observables, in the classical sense, are functions 

cp: M -+JR. The set of observables on M, {J', can be given the 

structure of a Lie algebra in a natural way, as follows. If 

w is the symplectic form, and ¢ is an observable, associate 

with ¢ a vector field X¢ on M which is determined by 

29 
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ix w + d¢ = o. 
cp 

Here, (iXw) (Y) = 2w(X,Y). The Lie bracket of cp,ij; E Cf is 

then defined by 

{cp,ij;} = 2w(Xcp,X1J;) . 

This is just the classical Poisson bracket. The map {,}: Ux U-+ U" 
is clearly antisymmetric in its arguments; all we need show is 

that the Jacobi identity holds. That is, 

{{cp,iJ;},x} = o 

Note firstly from the definition that 

{cp,iJ;} = x<P (iJ;) . 

We also have 

This is proven in two-steps. To begin, observe that 

= 0 + d(-dcp) 

= 0 

Then, if X = xcp, Y = XiJ;' we.have 
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= ixd(-d~) + d(2w(Y,X)) 

= -d{¢,~} 

and so 

We can now prove the Jacobi identity. As w is closed, 

= G 

= 

This proves that (t':{,}) is indeed a Lie algebra. 

As an example of a symplectic manifold, we consider 

the momentum phase space of a classical system, exhibit its 

symplectic structure and identify the Lie alg:ebra (0, {,}) . 

Let X be the configuration space of a classical system 

with finitely many degrees of freedom. We assume that X is 

a manifold. The mechanics is formulated on T*(X), the co

tangent bundle, in the following manner. 
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If T(X) and T(T*x) denote the tangent bundles of X 

and T*(x) respectively, rr and rrl the projections associated 

with these bundles, and TI* the tangent map of TI, we have the 

diagram 

T (T* (X) ) 

I 
TI 

I 

TI * 
~ 

T * (X) " T(X) 

We define e, the canonical one form on T*(x), natural

ly by 

e (V) = <rr1 (V)) , TI* (V) > 

where Vis a vector in T (T * (X)), me T* (X) and<,> is the 
m 

natural pairing between T (X) and (T (M)) * (its dual), for x x 
x ex. If {qi, i=l, .•. ,n} is a local co-ordinate system in UcX, 

we define local co-ordinates in {(qi,pj), i,j = l, ... n} in T*(U) 

where the p. are determined by
J 

<p . 	 , _a_.> = o.. 
J aq1 iJ 

These co-ordinates are said to be canonical. We can then write 

e 	 in these canonical co-ordinates as 

n 
ie 	= E p.dq . 

li=l 

The symplectic structure on T*(x) is obtained by set

ting w = de; w is clearly closed and can be seen to be non-

degenerate by noticing that, in canonical co-ordinates, 
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n i 
w = E dp. /'- dqJ.i=l 

In Hamiltonian formulation, the system is described 

by the observable H: T* (X) ~ JR, the Hamiltonian. The vector 

field XH has physical significance, as the integral curves 

of XH are the states of the system. In canonical co-ordinates, 

and so integral curves are generated by solutions of 

·i ;m
q = = {H,qi}

ap.
J. 

. C1Hp. = - = {H,p.}
J. i J. aq 

•i dqi
where q = ds , etc~ and s is the parameter along the integral 

curve. These are the familiar Hamiltonian equations. 

To identifythe Lie algebra (ff,{,}), observe that, 

in canonical co-ordinates, 

n 
{ } = E C1f ag ~ ~ f,g = w(Xg,Xf) = xf (g) -'"'- -. - ; '"' 

i=l opi aqJ. aq· opi 

This is just the classical Poisson bracket. 

Geometric Quantization 

Given any classical system, we can associate with it its 

phase space, a symplectic manifold, and a Lie algebra of obser

vables. Suppose that (M, w) is the phase space and (Jl = ( ff. {,}) 
is the Lie algebra. The program of quantization is to set up 

a Lie algebra homomorphism between CJ[ and a Lie algebra of 
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skew-hermitian operators on some Hilbert space. One way to 

achieve this is the geometric quantization scheme of Kostant 

and Souriau, which is described briefly below. 

A symplectic manifold (M,w) is said to be quantizable if 

Iw] is integral. The reason for this is that in that case the 

homomorphism mentioned above can be constructed. Let's see 

how. If [w] is integral, we know by Weil's theorem that 

1there is an s principal bundle P(M,S1 ) with connection such 

that rr *w = Q, where rr: P -+ M is the projection and Q is the 

1curvature form of the connection. Now, S acts on ~ on the 

1left naturally by multiplication: (a ,z ) -+ a •z , aES , Z<&.<r. We 

can then form the associated bundle E to P with standard fibre 

~. E(M,a::,s 1 ,P) is then a complex vector bundle. As described 

before, the connection in P induces a connection and hence a 

covariant differentiation in E. 

We now define an inner product ( , ) on f(E) as follows. 

1Each u<:.- (x) is an isomorphism from a:: to rr; 1 (X): u(z) = (u:z'") 

as before. If <,> is the usual inner product on ~' <z 1 ,z 2 > = 

z z2 , and if x~M, i/J ¢ e.f(E), then <u- 1 (i/J(x), u-1 (¢(X}> is inde
1 

-1 -1pendent of u~rr (x). For if u,verr (x), u = va for some a S , 

and so 

1 as S is the isometry group of <,> • 

1
1 
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Finally, if </>, I/! f:: I' (E), define (</>,l/J) ,when it is fi

nite, by 

j -1 -1 n
(<l>,l/J) <U </> 1 U l/J>W= 

M 

(wn = w...... •.•Aw) 

n times 

The vector space of sections for which (¢,</>) is finite 

will be the pre-hilbert space. 
,.q,,

We now wish to associate with each observable <P E '-/' 

an operator o<P which is skew hermitian on a subspace of f(E) 

so that this association¢ + 0¢ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. 

To this end, we define 

0 = ¢ 

and check that this is an association of the sort required. 

To begin, we will calculate the curvature R(X,Y). We 

As before Vx¢ = u(X*f), 

where x* is the horizontal lift of X to P and f is the C-valued 

-1function on P defined by f(u) = u (¢(rr(u))). We shall prove 

here that R(X,Y) = 2i•w(X,Y) • , as we would expect by a 

previous theorem. 

* * * * Now , [VX , Vy ] ¢ = u ( [ X , Y ] f) so that R ( X , Y ) ¢ = u ( ( [ X , Y ] 

* * * [X,Y] )f). Remembering that the horizontal component of [X ,Y] 

is [X,Y] * , we have R(X,Y)¢ = u(v[X* ,Y* ]f), where vis the ver
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tical projection. Now we may choose A in the Lie algebra 

of S' so that A* = v[X* ,Y* ] . Then, let at be a curve in s 
I 

u 

with (ua ) = A* . So 
y t=O u 

* 1A = 	 lim t [f (uat) - f (u)] 
t+O 

1 -1 = 	lim t [at f(u) - f(u)] 
t+O 

= 	-Af (u). 

The action of A on ~ here is that of a linear trans

formation (inherited by the action of S' on~). Because of 

the simple nature of this action, we have 

*A f = -iA•f(u}
u 

where now A is a real number, (the Lie algebra of S' is isomor

phic to the reals} the dot indicates multiplication in tt, and 

2
i = 	-1. To proceed, observe that if a is the connection form, 
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then 

* * * * a.([X ,Y ]) = a.(v[X ,Y ]) = a. (A* ) = A . 
u 

Further, as X* and Y* are horizontal, 

* * * * 2Q(X ,Y) = - a.([X ,Y ]) =-A. 

* * * This shows that Auf = 2iQ(X ,Y ) •f(u), and so R(X,Y)¢ = 
* * * u(2iQ(X ,Y )f). Now we use the fact that n w = Q, which 

means 

* * * * * Q(X ,Y ) = n w(X ,Y ) 

* * 
= w(n*X *y )

' 

= w (X', Y) 

and we have proven 

R(X,Y)¢ = 2iw(X,Y) •¢ . 

We can now check that ¢ ~ 0¢ is a Lie algebra homo

morphism: If ¢, 1jJ e fY, and x is a differentiable section of E, 

[0¢,01/!] x = rvx ,vx Jx - ix¢ (1/!) ·x + iXl/! (¢) "X 
¢ 1/! 

= - 2i{¢,1/J}·x2iw(X¢,X1/!) ·x + v [X¢'X1/!]x 

= v[x x Jx - i{¢,~}x
¢I ~ 

i{¢,~}x= vx x 

{¢,~} 

= 0{¢,1/J}x 

as is desired. 



To complete the association, we must show that each 

C/
0¢ is skew hermitian. This is done below. If ¢ E:. C , and 

<P , '¥ E r ( E) , we need 

Using the definition, and noting that ¢ is real, this is just 

(V' ¢,'¥) + (¢,V' '¥) = 0 • 
x¢. 	 x¢ 

Consider for 	a moment the fibre metric in E defined 

by 

( ( e, f) ) = <u-l (e) • u -l (f) > 

where e and 	f are in the same fibre, and u is in the fibre 

(in P) above 	rrE(e). Weknowthat this definition is indepen

-1dent of u ~ rr (rrE(e)). The connection in E preserves this 

metric: if et and ft are horizontal lifts to E of a curve 

xt in M, then we know that there is a horizontal curve ut in P, 

and two complex numbers s and n such that 

Then, 

<s,n> = <u~l(ut(S)) ut 
-1 

(ut (n) ) > 

= <ut 
-1 

(et) u~l(ft)> 

Thus we have 
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x <P ( (<Pt '¥) ) ( X) = (('ilx <P(x),'¥(x)) 

<P 

+ ((<P(x),'ilx '¥(x))) • 

<P 

Recalling the definition of (<!>,'¥),we see that all we need 

show is 

J X$((~,~))wn ~ 0 , 

M 

nWriting f = ((<!>,'¥)),we proceed. As w has rank equal to 2n, 

df11.w
n = O. So 

Also, 

n = X<P(f)w 

(Remember, L w = O.)
x<P 

This shows that the integrand is exact, and so, if f 

has compact support, and is sufficiently differentiable, then 

~ J 
M M av 

where V is chosen so that it contains the support of f. 

We have thus defined, for each observable <Pe&': an 

operator o<P which is skew hermitian on a subspace of f(E). 
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(For instance this subspace may be taken as all those sections 

of E which are infinitely differentiable everywhere and have 

compact support.) The completion,_}~, of this inner product 

space will be the Hilbert space of the quantum system. As 

usual, the operators' domain of definition may not be the 

whole of :Fl-, but where they are defined, they will still be 

skew hermitian. 

The association that we have made is unsatisfactory 

for several reasons. Perhaps the first point that strikes one 

is that these 'wave functions' we have constructed depend not 

only on x, but also on the mo:rrentum p. In this situation it 

is impossible at a glance to then associate (~,~)with a proba

bility density, as is classically done. More important, how

ever, is the fact that the representation of certain important 

subalgebras of observables (for instance, those connected with 

the Dirac problem) is not irreducible. The above problems are 

related, in fact, and a method known as polarization of the 

phase space overcomes them with some degree of success. When the 

polarization is carried out, the representation becomes irredu

cible, but it restricts the class of observables that can be 

quantized, and the homomorphism constructed before breaks down 

in general. We will not deal with this matter here. For a de

tailed account, see, for example, Simms and Woodhouse [2 ]. 

To conclude this section, we will briefly show how the 

symplectic formulation of mechanics embraces quantum theory 

as well. 
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The quantum phase space is the Hilbert space.JI;. An 

association between observables as real-valued functions on 1:6 

and observables as skew hermitian operators on :16- is estab

lished as follows. The real valued function A on:i6 associated 

with a skew symmetric operator A is defined by 

A ( iJi) = i (AljJ I iJi) I 1.
.2 = - 1 • 

To continue, we need to define vector fields on '16--. A curve 

iJ!: [O,l] -+J:(, is differentiable at tE(O,l) if 1jJ 
1 

= lim [1jJ(t+h)-1jJ(t) 
h-+O h 

exists. This limit is taken with respect to the Hilbert space 

topology. The tangent space at 1jJ ~ .;M can thus be defined, and, 

n as in the case of any topological vector space, (e.g. JR ) 

it can be identified with i6 itself. A vector field on'#- then 

is simply an association to each point 1jJ E:: ·'jf, a vector cp c= :#:;; 

Any operator A:if-+Jt can then be viewed as a vector field 

on 'if, and, in the case when A and B are skew-hermitian, the 

vector field commutator [A,B] is identically equal to the 

operator commutator [A,B]. 'I'hat is, [A,B]iJ! = [A,B]ijJ. Further

more if A is viewed as a vector field, we have A(B) = i([A,B]1jl,1jl) 
,__,, 

=- [A,B]. 

The symplectic 2 form on ':16- is defined by 

i 
w(X,Y) = 2( [X,Y]iJ!,iJ!) 

[remember, [X,Y]iJ! e.':2-). Now, w is antisymmetric, and is closed 

and real-valued if we consider it only defined on the subalgebra 

(of vector fields on1#) generated by skew-hermitian vector 

http:space.JI
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fields. This is seen quickly from previous observations. 

It is also almost non degenerate on this subalgebra: if 

w(A,B) = 0 VB, then A = AiI, AeJR., I is the identity operator. 

This is not too much of a problem though, for given an obser

vable of the form A, the vector field on'Jt, defined by A~= A~ 

satisfies 

as it ought to. We could even restrict ourselves to a sub-

algebra of skew-hermitian operators that does not have any 

centre and this often is the case. If H is the Hamiltonian 

operator, integral curves of the vector field associated with 

H are the states of the system. These can be described very 

simply. The solution to $(s) = H~(s) = H(~(s)),~(O) = ~O is 

' t ,,, ( ) sH '" H th . t SH . d f . dJUS ~ s = e ·~o· ere e unitary opera or e is e ine 

by its power series 

SH 
00 

(sH)n 
e = .L: n!n=O 

which converges if His continuous (as an operator). As usual, 

the rate of change of an observable A along ~(s) is given by 

dA ~ _.. 

ds = H(A) = [A,H]. 




GENERAL RELATIVITY 

In this section we will discuss very briefly Einstein's 

general theory of relativity. The free test particle will be 

considered through a symplectic formulation and this will 

reveal the close relationship between the metric and the kine

tic energy. An application of the fibre bundle formalism in 

the study of singularities will be presented, and we will con-

elude the chapter with a discussion of Mach's principle and 

how it might appear in general relativity. 

Let M be the set of all spacetime events that we wish 

to discuss. Assume that M has a smooth, 4 dimensional, 

real manifold structure. As before, let T(M) and T* (M) be, 

respectively, the tangent and cotangent bundles of M. We 

will consider first how the motion of a free point particle can 

be described by a symplectic formulation in T* (M). If 8 is 

the canonical 1-form on T* (M), we again set w = d8 as the 

symplectic form. We know then, from previous work, that 

(T* (M) ,w) is the symplectic manifold. We now need a Hamiltonian 

for the system. 

In the special theory, M = lR 
4 

, T* (M) ~ R4xR4 , and the 

Lorentz metric in T(M) (which is isomorphic 
4 4 

to lR x. JR also) 

is given by 

43 
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if v = (v ,v ,v2 ,v ) and w = (w0 ,w1 ,w2 ,w ) are vectors at m.
0 1 3 3

This metric induces a metric n# in T* (M) in the following 

natural manner. Define # : T* (M) + T (M) bym m m 

= <p,V> W E Y (M)
m m 

Here < , > is the dual pairing of T (M) and T* (M) = (T M) * m m m m 

As n is non degenerate, this is a good definition, and #m is an 

isomorphism. Now we define n#:T*(M)xT*(M) +:ffi by
m m m 

for p 1 ,p E: Tm* (M).
2 

This is also non degenerate and has the same signa

ture as n. The free particle Hamiltonian for the special 

theory is then defined by 

H:T* (M) +:ffi 

1 * H (m, p) = nm(p,p).2 

2 
E_In an obvious notation this is the familiar H = 2 

The Hamiltonian in the general theory for the free 

particle is just a natural generalization of this. In the 

special theory, the metric n was independent of m. The m 

general theory allows n to depend on m: let g be a metric in 
m 

T(M) with signature (l,-1,-1,-1). Define, as before, a metric 

# * g in T (M) . The free particle Hamiltonian for the general 
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theory is then 

#H (m, p) = 2 
1 

gm(p,p) 

1 ij(or 	H = g p ·P. I in an obvious notation). Just as before2 l J 

in the symplectic formulation, the integral curves of XH will 

describe the states of the particle. In local canonical co

ordinates, the equations of motion, {H,xi} = ii, {H,pi} = I\ 
(notation as before) are the familiar ones: 

• J. 
p. = g .. x 	 (1)

l lJ 

.. i ri .j.k 
x + jkx x = O ( 2) 

a
where g .. = g(--. , 

. . lJ axl 
lJ i 

g gjk = ok' and 

Equation (2) is a geodesic, or parallel transport 

equation: formally., if V is the covariant differentiation on 

T(M) associated with the unique torsion metric connection in 

k 	 aL(M) that preserves g (that is, V a = r . • --) and we 
lJ axk 

I 

i 
write x 

·ix = 	2: x 
i 

(2) 	 is just 

This is just the 'free fall' equation. 

Thus we have seen that, given a metric in T(M), in 

principle, we can determine the motion of free particles. 

Einstein's theory links the metric in T(M) to the matter and 
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energy in the space time. Classically, the matter and energy 

has been described by a rank 2 symmetric tensor T, called the 

energy momentum tensor. An example of one of these will be 

discussed later. Now we see how Einstein related the metric 

to this tensor 

If R is the Riemann curvature of the connection V 

above, that is, 

then the Ricci tensor, Ric is defined by 

Ric(X,Y) = trace of Z + R(X,Z)Y. 

we may view Ric~X,·) as a covector: explicitly, for 

Y ~ T (M), Ric(X,•) (Y) = Ric(X,Y). Recalling the isomorphism
m 

# defined before, we define the Ricci scalar curvature, also 
m 

denoted by R, by 

-1
R =trace of X + # (Ric(X,·)).

m 

if Rljh denote the components of R, then(In 'index' notation, 
!l 

Ricij = Ritj and R = R .. gij.) With these definitions, Ein
lJ 

stein's equation relating the geometry and the matter is 

Ric(X,Y) - ~ R g(X,Y) = K T(X,Y) ( 3) 

Here K is a physical constant, the value of which can be deter

mined by approximating (3) by a linear differential equation 

(in the case when the velocities of particles are small 

compared to the speed of light and the matter is scarce) and 

comparing the approximation to Newton's equation for gravitation. 
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Of course, one of the tests of the theory is that such a 

procedure described above can be carried out. There are many 

methods for 'deriving' this equation. The most common involve 

either employing an action principle or by intelligently 

generalizing the Newtonian gravitation equations. We will 

not deal with that subject here. 

The fibre bundle formalism is useful not only for the 

setting of general relativity, but can also be exploited when 

dealing with important questions arising from the theory. 

We will outline briefly the new definition of singular points 

initiated by Schmidt in a 1971 paper ([6]). 

In his work, Schmidt attached a boundary to any space-

time on which incomplete geodesics and inextendable timelike 

curves of finite length and bounded acceleration terminate. 

The germ of his idea is to define a Riemannian metric on L(M) 

and to complete L(M) in the distance function associated with 

this Riemannian metric. 

-1
Let 8 be the canonical 1-form on L(M) (8 (X) = u (n*(X))u 

and w the connection form of the unique torsion free metric 

nconnection associated to the given metric on M. e is JR va

lued, and w has values in M (JR) = {x IX is an nxn matrix with real 
n 2 

entries.} Note that M (JR) can be identified with JRn: every k 
n 

21 < k < n can be written uniquely ask= (i-l)•n+j where 

1 < i,j < n. The identification is then 

a. . ,a(i-l)n+j = lJ 
2 

and it is an additive isomorphism. Now, both JRn and JRn are 
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inner product spaces, and, with the above isomorphism, so 

too is M (JR). So, for X,Ye. T (L(M)), we can define 
n u 

G (X,Y) = (8(X),8(Y)) + (w(X),w(Y)) 
u n 2 
n 


where ( , ) and ( , ) are, respectively, the usual inner 
n n 2 


2
products in JRn and JRil . As it is defined, G is clearly 

symmetric and positive definite, and so is a genuine Reimannian 

metric on L(M). If Mis orientable, L(M) has 2 connected 

components, each isometric. Let L 1 (M) be one of these. We 

define the distance function on L ' (M) associated with G; 

2d(x,y) = inf {J G(x,x) l/ ds} wheree-x,g is the set of all para-
C€&,~ 

meterized, piecewise differential curves from x to y, X is the 

tangent to C E~~and s is the parameter along the curve. It 

is easy to show that (L(M),d) is indeed a metric space. 

' . ' The completion of (L (M) ,d), in which L (M) is dense, 

' - ' will be denoted L(M), and the boundary of L )M), L(M)-L (M), 

. ' 
will be denoted by L (M) . The action of GL (n, JR ) on L (M)

0 

is uniformly d-continuous, and can be extended in a unique 

fashion to L(M), where it remains so. Define Mas the 

set of orbits of this group action on L(M), and extend TI to 

L(M) by letting TI(x) =orbit of x. On M, put the finest 

topology making TI continuous. Schmidt then defines the b-boundary 

of M to be M-M. 
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To see how the b-boundary is related to inextendable 

geodesics, consider the following. Suppose xt, 0 < t < 1 is 

a geodesic, with geodesic parameter t, such that lim xt does 
t-+l 

not exist in M. At x choose a frame u = (x ,x (0) ,···x (0))
0 0 0 0 3 

so that g (X. (0) ,X. (0)) = 1 if i=j=O, -1 if i=jfO, 0 if ifj.x l J0 

(That is, u is orthonormal at x .) Parallel transport this


0 0

frame a~ong xt' and call the curve in L(M) so generated ut. 

we 

then know that V• X. (t) = 0 , 0 < i < 3 and so a. (t) = 
1

xt dai(t) • 7 
± g(~t,Xi(t)). This implies that dt = ± xsg(xt,Xi(t)) = 0 

and so ai(t) is constant along xt. But ut(8(ut)) = n*(ut) = 

by the definition of e, and we then have 

3 
<8(u) ,8(u )> = E a~(t) = k, 

t t i=O i 

which is a constant. Recalling that ut is parallel, so that 

w(ut) = O, the length of L~(ut) of ut in (L(M) ,G) from t=O to 

t=a, (a < 1), is simply 

2L~ (ut) ~ r dt.<6 (ut) , e(ut)>l/ 

0 

Now choose {t }C[O,l] with lim t = 1. Then ut is Cauchy in 
n n-+co n 

1 2
(L(M) ,d) as d(vtn'utm) < ftm <8(~t) ,8(ut)> / dtl = /k. Jtm-tnJ. 

t 
n 

As (L(M),d) is complete, ut -+ uGL(M) and so we define, in M, 
n 

lim xt = n(u). 
t-+l 

A similar argument will show that inextendable timelike 

curves of finite length and bounded acceleration are extendable 
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-in M. It is interesting to observe that if the bundle 

metric dis complete, that is, if (L(M),d) is complete, then 

the connection of M is geodesically complete. The converse, 

however, is not true. There is an example due to Geroch [6] 

of a space time which is geodesically complete but contains 

inextendable timelike curves with bounded acceleration and 

finite length. 

To conclude this chapter, we consider the relation 

between Einstein's general theory and Mach's principle in 

cosmology. Loosely stated, Mach's principle says that the 

matter in the universe completely determines the physics of 

the universe. We will attempt here to give some rigorous 

meaning to "the physics of the universe", to see how Mach's 

principle may be stated formally in the general theory, 

and to investigate the consequences of some of these formal 

versions. 

To begin then, we must decide what we mean by "the 

physics of the universe". There are several ways we can give 

this meaning. If we are interested only in the parameterized 

paths of test particles, then it is clear from earlier work 

that we need only know the geodesics of spacetime. What do 

we need in order to determine them? We know that the 

energy observable, H, is sufficient, as integral curves of XH 

are the states of the particle. To determine the energy, we 

must know the metric tensor g, as we have seen. However, 

any metric g related to g by a constant conformal factor will 
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give the same energy and geodesics. Moreover, we may as 

well just require knowledge of the connection V, for this 

determines the geodesics. It turns out, in the generic case, 

that all of these are equivalent: the connection will deter

mine the metric to within a constant conformal factor. (Of 

course, we must assume that V is a torsion free metric 

connection to do this.) This equivalence is discussed in the 

next chapter. In general relativity, all knowledge of the 

matter in the universe is contained in the matter-energy 

tensor T, so if we agree that "the physics of the universe" 

is to mean knowledge of the geodesics, then Mach's principle 

can be restated formally as: Any two spacetimes with the 

same energy momentum tensor T should have the same connection 

V. This of course amounts to the question of the uniqueness 

of solution to Einstein's field equations. 

There is another way of understanding "the physics of 

the universe" that points to more than just the uniqueness 

problem in general relativity. Free test particles are inte

resting, but perhaps more important is the motion of particles 

and extended bodies that constitute the matter in the uni

verse. For the moment, we will consider 'motion' to mean only 

the unparameterized paths of these bodies. Now it is clear 

that if we can isolate a particle or a body, then we can 

isolate its contribution to T, and hence in this simple way, 

determine the motion of that body. (Remember, T is defined 

over all spacetime.) In this form, Mach's principle, which 

would state that any two spacetimes with the same matter tensor 
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T should have the same unparameterized paths for particles 

and extended bodies, would automatically be satisfied. This 

is important to realize. More significant is the consistency 

problem that it unveils: through the work of Einstein, Hoff

mann and Infeld, it was shown, at least in some 'physically 

reasonable' cases, that Einstein's equations once solved for 

the metric g, allow the (parameterized) trajectories of the 

matter constituernts to be determined. This means that there 

is another way, quite independent of the above prescription 

involving only T, for determining the motion of the gravitating 

bodies. To carry out this second procedure, we do need to 

solve Einstein's equations for g, however. A priori, we do not 

know whether these two methods will agree, and this is the 

consistency problem. We point out that in this second method, 

because we need to solve for gin Einstein's equations, there 

is also the question of the uniqueness of the solution. This 

means that for a fixed T, we may have to check several metrics 

for compatibility. 

The solution of the consistency question will be useful 

in many ways. Firstly, it may tell us what 'physically rea

sonable' matter tensors T will look like, for these should 

only have compatible solutions g. Secondly, in the case 

when non uniqueness occurs (and it will), and there is at 

least one compatible solution, we can examine the non compatible 

metrics and perhaps extract some criteria that will enable 
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us us to restrict our attention to a subclass of metrics that 

is to be considered as candidates for solutions. These cri

teria may even be useful in the uniqueness question. 

Lastly we consider another interpretation of "the physics 

of the universe", one that might come closest to what we all 

really mean. Such an interpretation has at its core the symp

lectic formulation of mechanics, and is in terms of observables 

and the Lie algebra they form. As we have seen, this formulation 

of mechanics embraces almost all physics. 

In any physical problem, be it classical or quantum, 

the fundamental elements are the observables, for these deter

mine not only the states of the system, but all the other rele

vant information as well. In the chapter on geometric quan

tization, it was shown how we could obtain a representation 

of the classical Lie algebra of observables as skew hermitian 

operators (the observables there) on the quantum phase space. 

This suggests that if we can isolate the relevant subalgebra 

of observables on the classical level, the corresponding quan

tum observables that are of importance will also be determined. 

Of course, any real valued function on the phase 

space is an observable, but not all of these are significant. 

What is the subalgebra that is important in a physical problem? 

We have seen that the energy observable, which is connected 

intimately to the metric, is of paramount importance for 

determining the parameterized paths of test particles in 

general relativity. There are others, naturally, that are 
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relevant to particular problems, such as the angular momentum, 

or the spin, for instance. Just what the momentum is, is not 

entirely clear, as no co-ordinate free prescription for it 

exists as yet. Angular momentum too, should not need symme

tries for its definition, and perhaps not even for its conser-

Vation (see [8]). 

Attempts at defining angular momentum in general rela

tivi ty have been made (see [ 9 ] ,, for example) and these 

suggest that the holonomy group could be very useful. Each 

member of the holonomy Lie algebra at m (and, more generally, 

each member of the full Lorentz Lie algebra L at m; where 
m 

Lm = {A/A:T (M) -+ T (M) and g (A (V) ,A (W)) = g (V, W) vv, W..ST (M)}),m m m m m 

via the action of the holonomy group on T (M) , generates a 
m 

vector field on T (M). (In exactly the same way that the m 

fundamental vector fields A* on a principle fibre bundle are 

generated.) These vector fields can be mapped, via the tan

gent map of the exponential map in differential geometry, to 

local vector fields on M. Now each vector field on M is an 

observable in the following simple manner. VeTx(M) maps 

T* (M) into IR by V (p) = p (V) , for p ~ T* (M) . Thus each Lorentz 

Lie algebra element, and in particular each member of the holonomy 

Lie algebra, is associated with a locally defined observable 

on the phase space. (In fact the map: Lie Algebra element -+ 

locally defined vector field, is a one to one homomorphism into 

the Lie algebra of vector fields on M.) In the case when M 
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is Minkowskii space, the Lie algebra of vector fields on M 

generated by all of these locally defined vector fields (for 

all rre.M) is finite dimensional, and its group is the Poincare 

group. The observables generated are the usual angular and 

linear momentum. It must be pointed out in this case that 

the holonomy Lie algebra is trivial, and it is the Lorentz 

Lie algebra that generates these observables. However, in 

the generic case, the holonomy Lie algebra is the full Lorentz 

Lie algebra and this example gives us confidence in the meaning 

of the observables generated then. For more details,see [ 9 ]. 

This shows us that the metric structure, in particular 

the holonomy group, may enable us to determine the relevant 

observables. The metric structure that we needed was the 

connection V (which was used to define the exponential map). 

This of course determines the holonomy group and the metric to 

within a constant conformal factor in the generic case. So we 

arrive at the situation encountered before. If Mach's prin

ciple is to state that the matter in the universe determines 

the relevant Lie algebra of observables, then the formal version 

of this is again: Any two spacetimes with the same matter tensor 

T should have the same connection V. 

To summarize, if we are to attach to Mach's principle, 

in any of these versions, any significance at all, then the 

uniqueness question in the solution of Einstein's equations 

is a very real, physical one. It is not simply the abstract 
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physically meaningless endeavour of mathematicians who like 

to keep theories tidy. Physicists who believe in Mach's 

principle should be just as concerned with the uniqueness 

problem in general relativity. 



PROBLEMS OF UNIQUENESS AND THE HOLONOMY GROUP 

The question of the uniqueness of the solution to Ein

stein's equations is a very difficult one and a vast amount of 

literature is devoted to it. Here we consider the related, 

and somewhat simpler question: what conditions on the curvature 

of a connection guarantee that the connection is the only one 

with the specified curvature? 

In general, the answer is that there aren't any such 

conditions. For instance, for any connection with connection 

form w in any principal fibre bundle P(M.G) where the structure 

group's Lie algebra has a non empty centre, if we choose an 

arbitrary closed real valued 1-form A on M, then the 1-form 

w' = w + (rr * A)·I is a connec~ion form, and it has the same 

curvature as w for any I, a member of the centre. If we restrict 

ourselves to torsion free connection in L(M), the above cons

truction fails and the question is open again. However, when 

dealing with the (smaller) class of torsion free metric connec

tions, we can solve the problem. A paper by Ihrig [11] establi

shes the following result: Suppose dim M > 4. Let R be the 

Riemann tensor of a pseudometric. Suppose further that R is 

broad and total at every point of M. Then this pseudometric is 

the unique pseudometric (to within a constant conformal factor) 

that has R as its curvature. 

R is broad at m EM if for every vector XGT (M) there are 
m 

vectors Y, Zi2..T (M)
m 

so that {R(Y,Z)X,Y,Z} is a linearly indepen

dent set. R is said to be total at mE:M if {R (X,Y)., jX,Yf;T (M)},
m m 

57 
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which is a set of endomorphisms of T (M) , generates a vector m 

space Vm of endomorphisms of dimension n(n-1)/2. By the 

holonomy theorem, we know that V is contained in the Lie algem 

bra of the holonomy group. The totality of R at m forces V to m 

be the Lie algebra of the holonomy group, which must then be the 

whole group of the isometries of the metric g . Then we 
m 

know the metric at m to within a constant, so that if R is total 

at all points in M, g is determined to within a conformal fac

tor. The condition of broadness forces this factor to be con

stant. This result shows us that, at least in the case of torsion 

free metric connections, if we force the holonomy group to be 

as large as it possibly can be, as Ihrig's first condition on 

the curvature did, then we obtain some information on unique

ness. It is interesting to determine whether or not this method 

is of any use in the problems considered before. 

Consider again the question raised before when we stipu

late that the holonomy group be as large as it can. In the 

case of an arbitrary connected principal fibre bundle P(M,G), 

a well known theorem [ l] displays, if dim M ~ 2, a connection 

in P with holonomy group equal to G
0 

, the identity component 

of G. The constructed curvature does not have any analogous 

properties to those in Ihrig's theorem, but it is interesting 

nevertheless that, if we examine the construction, we see it is 

possible to have two distinct connections, both whose holonomy 

groups are G
0 

, and both sharing the same curvature. Hence we 
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obtain no information on uniqueness by this simple method. 

However, in the case of torsion free connections in L(M), whe

ther a similar failure occurs had not been considered, to the 

author's knowledge. The above construction in L(M) does not 

produce a torsion free connection there. To conclude this sec

tion, we show that, indeed, in this more special case, the 

same non-uniqueness occurs. To do this, we construct, for any 

manifold M, with dim M ~ 3, a torsion free connection whose 

holonomy group is GL (n, JR). (When the manifold is not JR orien0 

table, the construction yields a holonomy group which is the 

whole of GL(n, JR).) Then, by a glance at the construction, 

one can see that the connection can be altered without changing 

either the curvature or the holonomy group. 

The construction is mainly technical. Choose any 

i m ~ M and 	 (U,x ) a local co-ordinate system around m, so 

that !xii < 2n on U. (n = dim M here) . Fix n real numbers 

a ···a
1 n so that 

1 
4 

<a<•• •<a
1 n 

< _41 

and choose 	n C 
00 

functions g1 ···gn defined on (0,1) with 

dg.] 
1 < j,k < n.

dt ak 

Now consider the following sets: 
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and, for k ":f 1, 

1 1 1Ix - (k- 2 ) I < < - for j ":fl.}2 2 

5 3 7 
F 1 = { X€. MI 4 < x < 4 

and, ctSor k ::j. 1 

1Ix - (k-2) I < !. ; -
< !_

4 j ::/- l}- 4 , 

Define n C 
00 

functions on U, f .•.. f so that f. - 1 on F.,
1 n i i 

f. = 0 outside U.• 
l l 

Consider now the torsion free connections r. defined 
l 

on U. by their covariant derivatives V.: 
l l 

1 
v x x = E gk (x + (2-n)) •-Xk n n ·n k 

Vnx.xk = o otherwise 
J 

and, for j :f n 

v.x x.
J . J

J 

otherwise 

(Here, X. 
l 

We calculate the Riemann curvature, R~, associated with each ri: 

[X. ,X.] = 0. 
l J 
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On u1 , if n, R1 (xi,Xj)Xk is zero unless i = k = i, j = i + 1. 

Then, 

dgk 
= - l: x

k dxi+l k . 

For i = n, 
dgk

R (X ,X )X =-l:--•X n n 1 n k dx1 k 

is the only non zero expression. 

Define points P~ E u1 by 

j 3
P l = (O,aj'2'0•• ·O) 

Pj = ((n-2)+a.,O,O,•••O) 
n J 

and, if i f 1 or n, 

pkj = ( ( £-2) I 0 " 0 . (l • 0 • • • 0)I 

JJ J J 

where a. is in the (i+l)th place.
J 

So, for i f n, at P1 
j , 

and, in particular 

Ri(Xi,Xi+l)Xk = 0 for k f i. (1) 

If i = n, at pj 
n 

R (X ,X )X = X. 
n n 1 n J 

and, in particular 

for k f n . ( 2) 
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With these facts in mind, define a connection r on u by 

n 
r = l: f .r. (i.e. component-wise) . 

J. J.
i=l 

As defined, r is torsion free, and the curvature R of r satis

fies, by virtue of (1) and (2) 

if k 'I j 

i 'I n. 

and 

if k 'I j 

at Pj • 
n 

Now consider the frame u~ L(M) defined at x GU by 

u = (x,x ···Xn). It is not difficult to see that there is a1 

path in U, passing through all the points P~, 1 < i, j _< n,
J. 

along which u is parallel. By the holonomy theorem, we see that, 
j . A . 

at P., the element E? € Gi (n, JR) is generated (E? is the only rna
i J. J. 

trix whose only non zero entry is a 1 at the intersection of the 

ith row and the jth column.) This proves that the holonomy group 

of r is GL (h, JR) , and if M is not JR orientable, it is {?L (n, JR) •
0 

Now extend the connection defined on L(U) to L(M), keeping it 

torsion free. The resulting connection will satisfy the require

ments of our proposition, and we are done. 
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APPENDIX 

"2 2Let K be a ring. Here H (M,K) and H (M,K) will 

v
denote, respectively, the second Cech cohomology module and 

the second singular cohomology module of M over K. Also, 

H;(M,IR) will denote the second de Rham cohomology module of 

Mover IR). The isomorphisms (in the case of paracompact M) 
2 f 2 g v2

HD (M, IR ) ~ H (M, JR) ~ H (M, IR) are well known. The inclusion 

2i: qt-+ lR induces the homomorphisms i* : H (M,z!) -+ H2 (M,JR) and 

* u2 v2
il : H (M, qt ) -+ H (m, IR) • 

2Definition: (1) Iw] E. HD (M, lR) is integral if f ( [w]) lies 

* 2in i (H (M, z.' ) • 

Tpere are several characterizations of this property. 

We shall discuss three here. The first is the definition above. 

the others are: 

(2) fw] E-H~ (M,lR) is integral if there is a 

locally finite contractible open covering {U.} of M, with 
l 

1-forms a. defined on u •I smooth functions f .. defined on 
l l lJ 

u in u. so = da. I a.-a. df .. and f .. - = 
J 

that wlu. l l J 
= 

lJ lJ 
+ f jk f ik 

l 

an integer when it is defined. (Noteaijk is that the fij'aijk 

depend only on [w]). 

2
(3) (w]EHD(M,lR) is integral if, for all 2

cycles S, f w qt 

s 
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The implication 3 ==> 1 is a consequence of Rham's 

theorem (the isomorphism f above) , 1 ==> 2 can be proven by 

2 
an argument along these lines: given K€. [K] E:. H (M,W), with 

f ( [w]) = [k], we know that K (S) = J w ~ W for S a 2-cycle. 

s 
We can then choose k'~ [k] with k' (S) = k(S) for any 2-cycle 

S, and also with k' (C)E W for any 2-chain C. Choose a 

contractible, locally finite open cover {U.} of M, and choose 
l 

1x. E
l 

U. .
l 

Let {h. }
l 

be a (smooth) parti ti on of unity subordinate 

to {u.}.
l 

Define a .. k 
lJ 

= k' ( (X. ,X. ,Xk))
l J 

whenever U.n U .l"Uk f 
l J 

O. 

Then define f . . = L: a . . khk, a · = L: df .. h.. It can then be 
lJ k lJ l lJ Jj 

checked that these functions and 1-forms fulfill the conditions 

in ( 2) . 

Fin ally, 2 ==> 3 follows by an application of Stokes 

theorem. 

We present these alternative descriptions here because 

definition 3 is most often quoted in literature, but the 

characterization 2 is essential in the proof of Weil's theorem. 
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